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Introduction
Increasingly the significance of asset ownership
among low-income families is being recognized.1
Assets such as savings and homeownership are
vital components of a family’s economic security,
along with income and human and social capital.2
In this report, we use the term “assets” to refer to
financial and economic resources, not including
human capital. Unlike labor market earnings,
income generated from assets provides a cushion
for families in case of job loss, illness, death of a
parent, or even natural disaster. This cushion may
be especially important for the working poor, whose
economic lives can be severely impacted by even
short periods of unemployment.3 Asset ownership can also have long-term consequences for
children. Research shows parental financial assets
such as savings are positively associated with the
cognitive development of school-age children.4
Homeownership is also known to have a positive
effect on high school graduation.5 There are two
major ways in which assets positively benefit children. First, housing assets can be seen as a proxy for
the quality of residence. Homeownership provides
residential stability,6 and the market value of homes
often indicates the quality of school that children
attend.7 Secondly, financial assets are potential
resources for a family to invest in children. They can
be used for sending children to preparatory schools
or financing a college education.8 Thus, family assets
can positively promote children’s well-being and
educational achievements.

Family assets are particularly important for lowincome families; however, the prospects are not
particularly bright for building their assets. Given
limited incomes, many low-income families often
struggle to make ends meet and save.9 Between
1984 and 2001, the level of debt increased substantially among low- and moderate-income families,
and the majority of low-income families experienced having family debt greater than or equal to
40 percent of total family income.10 Further, the
bankruptcy rate among middle-class families has
increased; and African-American and Hispanic
middle class families are more likely to file for
bankruptcy than their White middle class counterparts.11 This research brief investigates the status
of asset ownership and debt among families with
children aged birth to 18, using the Panel Study
of Income Dynamics (PSID) 2001 and 2007 data.
It also examines disparities in asset holdings and
debt by race12 and gender of family heads as well as
age of children in the family. As asset holdings and
debt can impact the well-being of children, in this
report we examine the economic security of families
with children based on family asset holdings and
debt. First, we explore the concept of asset poverty
and estimate the proportion of families who are
asset poor, followed by the examination of debt and
financial assets of families with children. The report
concludes with policy implications and recommendations to promote the financial security of families
with children.
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Asset Poverty vs. Income Poverty
While family income is often used as the primary
determinant in calculating poverty, a poverty status
based on family assets provides a different picture
of economic security for American families. The
definition of asset poverty was initially proposed to
determine the amount of assets needed for a family
to meet its basic needs over a specified period of
time under an extreme condition, when no other
sources of income are available.13 Asset poverty
takes into account how much a family would need
to make ends meet, absent an income generating job
for 3 months. This is important to measure because
the consequences of financial hardship include the
detrimental impact on children’s development and
well-being. Tying into the official U.S. poverty level
for a specific family size, asset poverty is measured
based on the amount of assets that are needed to live
at the poverty level for three months – 25 percent of
the annual federal poverty level (FPL). For example,
in 2007, the official U.S. poverty level was $20,650
for a family of four. For this family to survive at the
poverty level under the extreme condition of having
no other source of income for three months, they
would need $5,162 in assets. Hence, an examination
of assets and debt provides a new perspective on the
economic security of families with children.

There are different ways to measure asset poverty.
In this report, the following three measurements
are used:14 (1) total family net worth, including
home equity below 25 percent of federal poverty
level; (2) total financial net worth, excluding home
equity below 25 percent of federal poverty level;
and (3) liquid assets below 25 percent of the federal
poverty level. The detailed composition of each
measurement is described in the box below. Total
family net worth is defined as the current value of
all assets, minus the current value of debts and the
value of vehicles.15 The net worth is the total amount
of assets, which reflects economic well-being of
families. The second estimate of asset poverty is
based on a more restrictive definition of assets.
Since most families would rather not sell their home
to meet their consumption needs, subtracting home
equity from total net worth may better describe
how families realistically cope during an extreme
circumstance.16 Finally, liquid assets only include
immediately available assets that can be easily
converted to cash. This includes savings and other
financial investments.

More than Half of Families with Children
are Asset Poor
Based on the three measurements of asset poverty,
we first looked at the status of asset poverty for all
families with children under age 18 and by family

Composition of Asset Poverty Measurements
1. Total Net Worth

2. Financial Net Worth
(Net Worth Minus Home Equity)

++ Home equity

++ Value of owned business

++ Value of checking/saving

++ Value of owned business

++ Value of checking/saving

++ Value of stocks

++ Value of checking/saving

++ Value of other real estate

++ Value of other real estate

++ Value of stocks

++ Value of stocks

++ Value of bonds, cash value in
a life-insurance, a valuable
collection of investment
purposes, etc.

++ Value of bonds, cash value in
a life-insurance, a valuable
collection of investment
purposes, etc.

++ Value of bonds, cash value in
a life-insurance, a valuable
collection of investment
purposes, etc.

–– Net of debt value

–– Net of debt value

–– Home equity

–– Value of vehicle

–– Value of vehicle

Note: + (plus) signs indicate included values and – (minus) signs indicates excluded values.
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3. Liquid Assets

characteristics. Figure 1 shows the vulnerability
of American families with children. Overall when
asset poverty is measured including housing assets,
only about one-third of families with children are
considered to be asset poor. However, this status
varies considerably by family type, and our findings
indicate that a majority of African-American children and 60 percent of children in female-headed
families grow up asset poor. Further, when looking at
asset poverty based on financial net worth or liquid
assets, more than half of all families with children
are categorized as asset poor (52 percent). In fact,
close to two-thirds or more of female headed (77%),
African-American families (80%) or families with
young children (60%) also lack sufficient liquid
assets to cope with everyday needs during financially
challenging times. This indicates that the majority
of children of African-American, female-headed or
families with young children are precariously close to
falling below the federal poverty level if their families
ever experience a loss of income from earnings such
as in the event of parental unemployment or illness.
Figure 2 shows the percentages of asset-poor families by ratio of family income to the federal poverty
level. There is a large overlap of poverty based on
both income and asset measures with the majority
of poor (under 100 percent of FPL) and low-income
families (under 200 percent of FPL) also being
asset poor. This asset poverty measurement also
reveals that even those considered to be middleincome families (incomes at between 200 and 299
percent of poverty and over half between 300 and
399 percent of FPL) are also asset poor based on
their financial net worth or liquid assets. Hence, if a
middle-income family loses its income source due
to a job lay-off, illness, death of a parent, or natural
disaster, the children of that family are likely to fall
into poverty. While these middle-income families
are much less likely to be asset poor based on their
total net worth, this is largely due to their home
equity. Even if a family sells their home, most would
need to use the proceeds to lease or buy a replacement home.17 Given the current economic crisis, it
is possible that those middle-income families with
children whose parents lost jobs are struggling to
make ends meet and live above the poverty level.

Figure 1. Percentage of Asset Poor Among Families
with Children, Birth to 18, by Family Type, 2007
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Figure 2. Percentage of Asset Poor Among Families
with Children, Birth to 18, by Income Level, 2007
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Vulnerable Families are Often Without
Bank Accounts
A large proportion of low-income families, especially African-American and female-headed families, are without bank accounts. Having savings and
other liquid assets can accommodate familial needs
during unexpected events. For example, it has been
reported that families in New Orleans who were
trapped in their homes after Hurricane Katrina hit
did not listen to warnings to leave because they
were reluctant to abandon their assets, which was
largely based on consumer goods.18 In general,
a bank account can play three important roles:
(1) to convert checks into cash; (2) to function as a
payment system to third parties; and (3) to provide
security by eliminating the necessity of carrying
a large amount of cash.19 Those who do not have
a bank account use alternative financial services
such as check-cashing outlets (CCOs), pawnshops,
payday lenders, and rent-to-own shops.20 Among
low-income families, reasons for not having a bank
account include the scarcity of bank branches in
neighborhoods,21 poor credit ratings that prevent
them from obtaining accounts, and the availability
of lower-cost services by non-banks.22 Historically,
many low-income neighborhoods had limited
access to mainstream financial services due to
concerns about profitability and discriminatory
redlining policies of financial institutions.23 Most
poor, minority neighborhoods are now served by
traditional banks but also contain disproportionate
numbers of alternative financial service providers.24
However, having a bank account provides lowincome families with not only a cushion against
budget shocks and income instability but also a
secure place to save and accumulate interest, and a
means for home purchase.25
Figure 3 shows the percentage of families who held
checking or savings accounts by income level as well
as race, gender of family’s head and the age of children in the family. There is considerable disparity
within the same income level depending on the
family type. Among all families who live in extreme
poverty (incomes below 50 percent of FPL), overall,
only one-third of families have a bank account (32
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Figure 3. Percentage of Families with Children Who Own
a Savings/Checking Account by Income Level, 2007
All
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under age six
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percent). However, rates of bank account ownership also vary by family type. For example, within
this income group, nearly half of white families have
bank accounts while only 15 percent of AfricanAmerican families and 26 percent of female-headed
families. In fact, the majority of white families hold
a savings/checking account at nearly all income
levels, while among African-American families, it
is not until income is above 200 percent of FPL that
well over half of families own a bank account.
Figure 4 shows the median liquid assets of families
by income level and family type. Despite having
checking and savings accounts, the median liquid
assets of families with limited incomes are low.
Among poor families (incomes below 100 percent
FPL), only white-headed households at 50 to 99
percent FPL have median liquid assets greater
than $0. It is not until families have incomes at 200
percent FPL and greater, are median liquid assets
levels in the thousands. Among all family types,
those with a white head of household have the
highest levels of median liquid assets at all income
levels.

Figure 4. Median Liquid Assets of Families with Children by Income Level and Family Type, 2007
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Vulnerable Families Owe More than
They Earn: Debt and Debt Hardship

loans, medical or legal bills, or loans from relatives.
Home or car loans are not included in this figure.27
Between 2001 and 2007, overall the percentage of
families with debt increased. Within these years, as
income increased the proportion of families with
debt has increased as well. At the lower end of the
income spectrum, nearly a third of families with
incomes below 50 percent FPL have debt. Families
with incomes at 200 percent FPL and above have
nearly twice the rate of debt. However, it is important to note that having debt does not always have
negative implications for families. By itself, debt is
an ambiguous indicator of family economic wellbeing for two reasons. In some cases, families use
debt to achieve higher income, for example taking
out student loans to finance higher education and
improve their earning potential. In addition, regardless of how families use debt, the fact that they are
approved for loans to some extent reflects their
credit-worthiness in the eyes of lenders. At the same
time, individuals with bad credit and a poor track
record of managing finances often have a more diffi2007
cult time acquiring bank loans.

In addition to not having enough assets to weather
short-term crises, many families have significant
amounts of debt. The burden of debt can not only
be an obstacle to saving, but it can also impact a
family’s psychological well-being. Research shows
that debt is highly associated with one’s mental
health,26 and family debts can have a potentially
negative impact on children’s emotional wellbeing. Figure 5 shows the percentage of families
with debt by income level. The debt reflected in
this figure includes credit card balances, student
Figure 5. Percentage of Families with Children
with Debt by Income Level, 2001 and 2007
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Debt hardship – a measure of excessive debt – is
defined as a total family debt greater than or equal
to 40 percent of total family income. Figure 6
shows the proportion of families experiencing debt
hardship by race and gender of the head and age
of children in the family. Overall, more than 75
percent of families under 50 percent FPL are facing
debt hardship, and as income level increases, the
rate of hardship declines considerably. Further, it
was found that among families whose incomes are
below 100 percent of FPL, white families were most
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likely to experience debt hardship.28 Conversely,
white families in the highest income group were
least likely to experience debt hardship compared
with other groups.

Policies That Can Help

Figure 6. Percentage of Families Experiencing
Debt Hardship Among Families with Debt*
by Income Level and Family Type, 2007

♦ The Reduction and/or Elimination of Asset
Tests. Many states have chosen to reduce or
eliminate asset tests in work support programs.
Ohio and Virginia, for example, are the most
progressive states on this matter and have
eliminated TANF asset limits to help recipients achieve self-sufficiency.29 Although they
have not eliminated asset limits completely,
Colorado, Illinois and California reformed their
Families with young children under age six
asset rules through increases in the amount
of cash resources and exemptions for certain
White families
forms of assets.30 The reduction or elimination
of asset tests for the major means-tested benefit
African American families
programs could protect the limited assets that
low-income families have.

All
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that promote the economic security of asset-poor
families.
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* Among all families, sixty percent have debt.

Summary of Main Findings
This report has found:
♦ More than half of American families with
children are asset poor based on their
financial assets, and in particular, more than
two-thirds of African-American families and
female-headed families are asset poor.
♦ The percent of families with debt is
increasing.
♦ Approximately a half or more poor families
with children (under 100 percent of FPL) are
experiencing debt hardship.
♦ Less than half of poor families with children
(income under 100 percent of FPL) own a
bank account.
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♦ Asset Building Programs among Low-Income
AllFamilies. Programs that help families accumulate liquid assets can play an important role
to further increase the economic security of
families with children. Currently, the Individual
Development Accounts (IDA) program has
been implemented to help asset-poor families
build financial assets. While programs vary, one
promising example allows participants to save
up to $1,000 (a maximum of $125 savings per
month); and savings are matched 2:1, so up to
$1,000 of savings can be matched with $2,000
for a total of $3,000 in savings. IDAs are often
designed for specific purposes such as buying a
home, starting businesses or furthering education. However, assisting asset-poor families to
open bank accounts where families can control
its usage could be also helpful. In addition,
providing incentives, such as matching within
programs, can promote savings and reinforce
messages about the importance of savings.31
Saving for Education, Entrepreneurship, and
Downpayment (SEED) national initiative is
another promising program which has been
implemented since 2003. This policy, practice
and research initiative is coordinated by six
national partners including the Corporation
for Enterprise Development (CFED) and is

designed to test the efficacy of saving accounts
for children and youth. In SEED, nonprofit
community organizations establish subsidized,
matched accounts known as Child Development
Accounts (CDAs) for low- and moderate-income
children and youth. Based on the evaluation of
CDAs, studies have shown positive impacts on
families, such as parents and children developing
saving habits, higher educational aspirations, and
increased expectations for college attendance.32
Additionally, financial education, a component
of many CDA initiatives, can increase savings
rates by expanding individuals’ understanding of
the process and benefits of asset accumulation;
those who comprehend the advantages may be
more willing to save.33 A recent study found that
families with more assets are less likely to experience material hardship than families who are
asset poor in event of job loss.34
♦ Comprehensive Health Care Insurance. There
is evidence that increasing access to comprehensive health care insurance has the potential
to decrease debt among income- and assetpoor families. In 2007, 72 million people, or 28
percent of the U.S. population reported having
problems paying their medical bills or were
paying off accrued medical debt during the past
year. This number has increased significantly
from 58 million people in 2005.35 Based on
a national survey in 2007, 62.1 percent of all
bankruptcies were attributed to medical problems – an increase of about 50 percent from 2001
– and 92 percent of debtors with medical debts
had medical debts over $5,000, or 10 percent of
pretax family income.36 Hence, without comprehensive healthcare programs, debt among
low-income and low-asset families will probably
continue to increase.
♦ Unemployment Insurance Reform. There
has been “unprecedented” state unemployment insurance (UI) reform as a result of the
American Recovery and Reinvestment Act
(ARRA), which was signed into law by President
Obama. While this may be a short-term and
temporary system reform, the seven-billion
dollar assistance in federal incentive funds
resulted in waves of state insurance reforms
adding coverage for more workers than were
traditionally covered under the unemployment

system.37 The rates of UI receipt among lowwage or part-time unemployed workers had
been significantly lower due to the previous
eligibility rules.38 The $7 million in ARRA funds
will allow states to expand the UI eligibility
rules that previously disqualified low-wage,
part-time workers or those with sporadic work
histories.39 Already, 33 states and the District of
Columbia are reforming their UI system40 and
these reforms will help income- and asset-poor
families with children in the event of parental
unemployment.
♦ Financial Literacy Programs for Youth.
Financial institutions and the government have
an obligation to promote financial literacy, and
it is important to start at an early age. In 2008,
former President George W. Bush established
the President’s Advisory Council on Financial
Literacy. One of the council’s initiatives included
financial literacy for youth.41 This initiative is
also supported by the Obama administration
through the collaboration of the U.S. Treasury
and Education Departments. As the first step of
the initiative, the National Financial Capability
Challenge is designed to increase the financial
knowledge and capability of high-school age
youth across the United States. The program
encourages schools and teachers to incorporate the financial education into their curricula
and also challenges students to learn more
about personal finance.42 Other educational
and financial programs have sought to help
low-income youth transitioning to adulthood
– especially those in child welfare and juvenile
justice systems – acquire skills in finance and
accounting.43 These type of educational programs
could help youth to make conscientious financial choices and take control of their financial
futures.
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Conclusion

Endnotes

The findings of this report expose the economic
vulnerability of American families with children,
which is masked by the conventional income
measure. Children of low-income as well as of
middle-income families are economically vulnerable in the events of unemployment, illness, death
of a parent, or natural disaster. In particular, since
the start of the recession in December 2007, the
number of unemployed individuals has increased by
more than seven million to 15.4 million, making the
current unemployment rate 10.0 percent overall.44
The unemployment rate is even higher among
blue-collar workers or those with non-professional
jobs, which makes low-income families particularly vulnerable to layoffs.45 Given the lack of assets
among families with children, it is possible that
more children face the possibility of falling below
the poverty level if parents lose their jobs. As the
U.S. government has historically encouraged homeownership, today, the majority of American families largely rely on housing assets and have limited
liquid assets. However, it has been reported that
minority homeowners are at greater risk of filing for
bankruptcy than their white counterparts.46 As of
July 2009, more than 360,000 U.S. properties were
reported for foreclosure filings during the month,
which is a 32 percent increase from July 2008.47
Hence, while supporting homeownership is important, helping families build liquid assets will be an
important step to solidifying the economic security
of American families with children.
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